
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 4 – Strawberry Group



Monday 11th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start by reminding ourselves about singular and plural nouns…

A noun is a naming word. It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

When there is only one noun it is singular. When there is more than one noun it is plural.
To make most nouns plural we add the suffix s:

dog

dogs



We also learned three rules…

Rule 2:
If the noun ends with 
f or fe (but not ff), 

we change the f or fe
to a v and add es

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a 

hissing, buzzing or shushing 
sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, 

ch or sh we add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not 
as part of a digraph such as 

oy, ay or ey) we change the y 
to an i and add es

watch

watches

puppy

wolves

wolf

puppies



And we met some irregular nouns

Sometimes the noun 
stays exactly the same

Sometimes if the noun 
ends in o we add es

Sometimes the noun
changes completely

tomato

tomatoes

mouse

sheep

sheep

mice



This week we’re going to be thinking about verbs!

A verb is a doing word.

They describe what someone or something is doing.

Let’s have a look at some examples:

jump clap kick



Adding suffixes to verbs

I jump in the air.

I am jumping in the air.

I jumped in the air.

We already know some suffixes that we can add to verbs.
Let’s remind ourselves of them using the verb jump

ing

ed

These are both the present 
tense which means that the 

action is happening now

This is the past tense which 
means that the action has 

already happened in the past



He jump in the air.

He is jumping in the air.

He jumped in the air.

Adding suffixes to verbs

Now let’s change each of the sentences from I to he.

ing

ed

These are both the present 
tense which means that the 

action is happening now

This is the past tense which 
means that the action has 

already happened in the past

Does the first sentence 
sound right?



Adding suffixes to verbs

He jumps in the air.

He is jumping in the air.

He jumped in the air.

Now let’s change each of the sentences from I to he.

ing

ed

These are both the present 
tense which means that the 

action is happening now

This is the past tense which 
means that the action has 

already happened in the past

No - for this sentence 
to make sense we have 

to add the suffix ‘s’



Adding the suffix s to verbs

Have a go at changing the following sentences from I to she
by adding the suffix s to the end of the verbs.

Write the new sentences in your book, and then see if you were right!

I clap my hands.

I sing a song.



Did you get them right?

I clap my hands.

She claps her hands.

I sing a song.

She sings a song.

We change 
clap to claps

We change 
sing to sings



Adding the suffix s to verbs

Have a go at changing the following sentences from I to he
by adding the suffix s to the end of the verbs.

Write the new sentences in your book, and then see if you were right!

I kick the leaves.

I draw a picture.



I kick the leaves.

He kicks the leaves.

I draw a picture.

He draws a picture.

Did you get them right?

We change 
kick to kicks

We change 
draw to draws



Let’s have a look at our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

told hot book

cold park dark



I hit the ball with a bat.

She hits the ball with a bat.

Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of sentences.
Your job is to re-write each sentence changing it from I to he or she and adding the suffix s to each verb.

When you’ve finished read through your work and highlight or underline all of the verbs you have changed.
Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 4
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Tuesday 12th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

told hot book

cold park dark



Let’s remind ourselves what we learned yesterday…

A verb is a doing word. 
It describes what someone or something is doing.

e.g. jump

I jump in the air.

He jumps in the air.

When we use a verb to describe what he or she
is doing we have to add the suffix s



Today we’re going to carry on thinking about adding the suffix s

We also add s when we use it or someone or something’s name

e.g. smell

The cake smells good.

It smells good.

We have used the name 
(noun) cake so we have to 

add s

We have used the pronoun 
it so we have to add s



Adding the suffix s to verbs

Have a go at changing the following sentences from I to the name
by adding the suffix s to the end of the verbs.

Write the new sentences in your book, and then see if you were right!

I shine brightly at night.

I eat the fresh, green leaf.



I shine brightly at night.

The moon shines brightly at night.

I eat the fresh, green leaf.

The caterpillar eats the fresh, green leaf.

Did you get them right?

We change 
shine to shines

We change 
eat to eats



Adding the suffix s to verbs

Have a go at changing the following sentences from I to it
by adding the suffix s to the end of the verbs.

Write the new sentences in your book, and then see if you were right!

I grow into a sheep.

I come out at night time.



I grow into a sheep.

It grows into a sheep.

I come out at night time.

It comes out at night time.

Did you get them right?

We change 
grow to grows

We change 
come to comes



I float in the sky.

The cloud floats in the sky.

Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of sentences.
Your job is to re-write each sentence changing it from I to a name or it and adding the suffix s to each verb.
When you’ve finished read through your work and highlight or underline all of the verbs you have changed.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

na
m

in
g 

w
o

rd



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 4
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Wednesday 13th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

told hot book

cold park dark



Let’s remind ourselves what we learned earlier this week

A verb is a doing word. 
It describes what someone or something is doing.

e.g. jump

I jump in the air.

He jumps in the air.

The boy jumps in the air.

It jumps in the air.

When we use a verb 
to describe what he, 
she, a naming word,

or it is doing we 
have to add the 

suffix s



Today we’re going to use some rules we know for plurals to 
help us add the suffix s to some verbs

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a hissing, 

buzzing or shushing 
sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch

or sh we add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not as 
part of a digraph such as oy, ay 
or ey) we change the y to an i

and add es

watch

watches

puppy

puppies

Do you remember these rules?

If a verb ends in a hissing, 
buzzing or shushing sound, or a y 

we follow the same rules!



Today we’re going to use some rules we know for plurals to 
help us add the suffix s to some verbs

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a hissing, 

buzzing or shushing 
sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch

or sh we add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not as 
part of a digraph such as oy, ay 
or ey) we change the y to an i

and add es

watch

watches

puppy

puppies

Do you remember these rules?

If a verb ends in a hissing, 
buzzing or shushing sound, or a y 
we follow the same rules as we 

do for a noun!



Adding the suffix es to verbs

Have a go at adding es to the following verbs which end 
in a hissing, buzzing or shushing sound

Write the new sentences in your book, and then see if you were right!

I kiss

I buzz

I fetch

I push

If the verb ends in a hissing, 
buzzing or shushing 

sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch
or sh we add es

=

=

=

=

He

The bee

She

It



I kiss

I buzz

I fetch

I push

If the verb ends in a hissing, 
buzzing or shushing 

sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch
or sh we add es

=

=

=

=

He kisses

The bee buzzes

She fetches

It pushes

Did you get them right?



Changing the y for an i and adding the suffix es to verbs

Have a go at changing the y to an i and then 
adding es to the following verbs

Write the new sentences in your book, and then see if you were right!

I cry

I spy

I hurry

I carry

If the verb ends with a y (not 
as part of a digraph such as oy, 
ay or ey) we change the y to 

an i and add es

=

=

=

=

He

Paul

She

It



I cry

I spy

I hurry

I carry

=

=

=

=

Did you get them right?

He cries

Paul spies

She hurries

It carries

If the verb ends with a y (not 
as part of a digraph such as oy, 
ay or ey) we change the y to 

an i and add es



The bird fly…

The bird flies back to it’s nest with the longest twig it could find.

Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of sentences.
Your job is to finish writing each sentence using the correct suffix for each verb 

by adding es or changing the y to an I and then adding es.
When you’ve finished read through your work and highlight or underline all of the verbs you have changed.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 4
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Thursday 14th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

told hot book

cold park dark



Today we are going to be thinking about some brand new spelling rules!

Read all of the words below and listen carefully to how they sound.
Get a grown up to read them to you so you can listen again really carefully.

What do you notice?

want

was

wash



Could you hear it and see it?

Often, when an o sound follows a w sound
we spell it with an a not with an o

This is known as the w special!

want

was

wash



The w special…

Mr Forgetful has been writing some words… but he forgot to use the w special rule!

Re-write each word in your book, and then see if you were right!

wos

wosh

wont

whot

=

=

=

=



The w special…

wos

wosh

wont

whot

was

wash

want

what

=

=

=

=

Did you get them right?



Let’s listen again…

Read all of the words below and listen carefully to how they sound.
Get a grown up to read them to you so you can listen again really carefully.

What do you notice?

word

worm

work



Could you hear it and see it?

Often, when an er sound follows a w sound
we spell it using or not er

This is also known as the w special!

word

worm

work



The w special…

Mr Forgetful has been writing some words… but he forgot to use the w special rule!

Re-write each word in your book, and then see if you were right!

werd

werm

werth

werk

=

=

=

=



The w special…

word

worm

worth

work

=

=

=

=

Did you get them right?

werd

werm

werth

werk



Now it’s your turn!

Today’s phonics worksheet is all about the w special.

Your job is to help Mr Forgetful to read and write words and sentences 
correctly using your knowledge of the w special.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 4
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Friday 15th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

told hot book

cold park dark



Today we are going to be thinking about some brand new spelling rules!

Read all of the words below and listen carefully to how they sound.
Get a grown up to read them to you so you can listen again really carefully.

What do you notice?

squad

squash

quarrel



Could you hear it and see it?

Often, when an o sound follows a qu sound
we spell it with an a not with an o

This is known as the q special!

squad

squash

quarrel



The q special…

Mr Muddle has been writing some words… but he got in a muddle and didn’t use the q special rule!

Re-write each word in your book, and then see if you were right!

quorrel

quontity

squod

squosh

=

=

=

=



quorrel

quontity

squod

squosh

The q special…

quarrel

quantity

squad

squash

=

=

=

=

Did you get them right?



Now it’s your turn!

Today’s phonics worksheet is all about the q special.

Your job is to help Mr Muddle to read and write words and sentences 
correctly using your knowledge of the q special.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 4

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 4
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt

